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Abstract. To meet the demands for high simulation fidelity and speed,
parallel and distributed simulation techniques are widely used in building wireless sensor network simulators. However, accurate simulations
of dynamic interactions of sensor network applications incur large synchronization overheads and severely limit the performance of existing
distributed simulators. In this paper, we present LazySync, a novel conservative synchronization scheme that can significantly reduce such overheads by minimizing the number of clock synchronizations during simulations. We implement and evaluate this scheme in a cycle accurate
distributed simulation framework that we developed based on Avrora,
a popular parallel sensor network simulator. In our experiments, the
scheme achieves a speedup of 4% to 53% in simulating single-hop sensor
networks with 8 to 256 nodes and 4% to 118% in simulating multi-hop
sensor networks with 16 to 256 nodes. The experiments also demonstrate
that the speedups can be significantly larger as the scheme scales with
both the number of packet transmissions and sensor network size.

1

Introduction

Accurate simulation is critical to the design, implementation and evaluation of
wireless sensor networks (WSNs). Numerous WSN simulators have been developed based on event driven simulation techniques [1] and the fidelities of WSN
simulators are rapidly increasing with the use of high fidelity simulation models
[2–5]. In event driven simulations, fidelity represents the bit and temporal accuracy of events and actions. Due to the need for processing a large number of
events, high simulation fidelity often leads to slow simulation speed [6] which is
defined as the ratio of simulation time to wallclock time. Simulation time is the
virtual clock time in the simulated models [7] while wallclock time corresponds
to the actual physical time used in running the simulation program. A simulation
speed of 1 indicates that the simulated sensor nodes advance at the same rate
as real sensor nodes and this type of simulation is called real time simulation.
Typically, real time speed is required to use simulations for interactive tasks such
as debugging and testing.
To meet the demands for high simulation fidelity and speed, most of latest
WSN simulators are based on parallel and distributed simulation techniques [8–
11]. WSN simulators can be broadly divided into two types: sequential simulators
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Fig. 1. The progress of simulating in parallel a wireless sensor network with two nodes
that are in direct communication range of each other on 2 processors.

and parallel/distributed simulators. Sequential simulators simulate all the sensor
nodes of a WSN in sequence on a single processor and therefore cannot benefit
from running on a multi-core processor or on multiple processors. Parallel and
distributed simulators seek to improve simulation speed by simulating different
sensor nodes on different cores or processors in parallel.
A problem with existing distributed simulation techniques is the large overheads in synchronizing sensor nodes during simulations [10, 6]. When sensor
nodes are simulated in parallel, their simulation speeds can vary due to the
differences in simulated nodes, such as different sensor node programs, sensor
node inputs and values of random variables, as well as the differences in simulation environments, such as different processor speeds and operating system
scheduling policies. Because of this, simulated sensor nodes need to synchronize
with each other frequently to preserve causality of events and ensure correct
simulation results [9, 10, 6]. For example, as shown in Fig. 1, two nodes in direct
communication range of each other are simulated in parallel on two processors.
After TW 0 seconds of simulation, Node B is simulated faster than Node A as
indicated by the fact that the simulation time of Node B (TS1 ) is greater than
the simulation time of Node A at TW 0 . At TS1 , Node B is supposed to read
the wireless channel and see if there is an incoming transmission from Node A.
However, after reaching TS1 at TW 0 , Node B cannot advance any further because at TW 0 Node B does not know whether Node A is going to transmit at
TS1 or not. In other words, Node B cannot be simulated any further than TS1
until Node A reaches TS1 . There are two general approaches to handle cases
like this: conservative [1] or optimistic [12]. The conservative approach works
by ensuring no causality relationships among events are violated while the optimistic approach works by detecting and correcting any violations of causal
relationships [6]. To the best of our knowledge, almost all distributed WSN sim-

ulators are based on the conservative approach as it is simpler to implement
and has a lower memory footprint. With the conservative approach, simulated
sensor nodes need to synchronize their clocks and coordinate their simulation
orders frequently. These tasks introduce communication overhead and management overhead to distributed simulations respectively [13].
As described in [10, 6], the performance gains of existing distributed WSN
simulators are often compromised by the rising overheads due to inter-node
synchronizations. In this paper, we propose LazySync, a novel conservative synchronization scheme that can significantly reduce the number of clock synchronizations in parallel and distributed simulations of WSNs. We validate our approaches by their implementations in PolarLite, a cycle accurate distributed
simulation framework that builds upon Avrora and serves as the underlying
simulation engine [6].
We discuss related work in Sect. 2. The LazySync scheme is presented in
Sect. 3 and its implementations are described in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5 we present
the results of our experiments followed by the conclusion and future work in
Sect. 6.

2

Related Work

Prior work on improving the speed and scalability of WSN simulators can be
divided into two categories. The first category of work can be applied to both
sequential and distributed simulators. It focuses on reducing the computational
demands of individual simulation model without significantly lowering fidelity.
For example, since emulating a sensor node processor is computationally expensive [4], TimeTOSSIM [5] automatically instruments applications at source
code level with cycle counts and compiles the instrumented code into the native instructions of simulation computers for fast executions. This significantly
increases simulation speed while achieving a cycle accuracy of up to 99%. However, maintaining cycle counts also slows down TimeTOSSIM to about 1/10 the
speed of non-cycle-accurate TOSSIM [2] which TimeTOSSIM is based on. Our
work can make this type of effort scalable on multiple processors/cores.
The second category of work focuses on distributed simulators only. There is
a large body of research on improving the speed and scalability of distributed
discrete event driven simulators in general. Among them, use of lookahead time
[1] is a commonly used conservative approach [14, 15]. Our previous work [6, 13]
follows this direction. In [6], we describe a technique that monitors the duty
cycling of sensor nodes and uses the detected sensor node sleep time to reduce
the number of synchronizations. As demonstrated in the paper, using the nodesleep-time based technique can significantly increase speed and scalability of
distributed WSN simulators. However, the technique is only able to exploit the
time when both the processor and radio of a sensor node are off for speedup
because it is not possible to predict the exact radio wakeup time when the
processor is running. In [13], we develop new techniques to address the limitation
of [6]. By exploiting the radio wakeup latency and MAC backoff time, the new

techniques are effective even when the processor or radio of a node is active.
Our LazySync approach is different from the lookahead approach as we do not
explicitly exploit lookahead time.
As an alternative to the lookahead approach, the performance of distributed
simulators can also be improved by reducing the overheads in performing synchronizations. DiSenS [10] reduces the overheads of synchronizing nodes across
computers by using the sensor network topology information to partition nodes
into groups that do not communicate frequently and simulating each group on
a separate computer. However, this technique only works well if most of the
nodes are not within direct communication range as described in the paper.
LazySync is very different from DiSenS in the sense that it works by reducing
the total number of clock synchronizations in a simulation rather than by reducing the overhead of performing an individual clock synchronization. In addition,
LazySync is particularly effective in improving the performance of simulating
dense WSNs with a large amount of communication traffic.
LazySync is based on similar ideas as lazy evaluation which have been used
in earlier work on very different problems from architectural designs to programming languages [16]. Though conceptually similar, we show how the notion of
lazy evaluation can be applied in sensor networks for improved performance of
distributed simulations.

3

Lazy Synchronization Scheme

In distributed simulations, each sensor node is commonly simulated in a separate
thread or process. To maximize parallelism, a running node should try to prevent
other nodes from waiting by communicating its simulation progress to those
nodes as early as possible (AEAP). If a node has to wait for other nodes due to
variations in simulation speeds, the thread/process simulating the waiting node
should be suspended so the released physical resources can be used to simulate
some other non-waiting nodes1 . For maximum parallelism, suspended nodes need
to be revived AEAP once the conditions that the nodes wait for are met. For
example, Node A in Fig. 1 should synchronize with Node B immediately after
it advances past TS1 to resume the simulation of Node B.
The AEAP synchronization scheme is adopted by most existing distributed
WSN simulators [9, 10, 6]. It is commonly implemented [9, 6] by periodically sending the simulation time of every non-waiting node to all its neighboring nodes,
which are nodes that are within its direct communication range. Ideally, the
clock synchronization period should be as short as possible for maximum parallelism. However, due to the overheads in performing clock synchronizations [6],
the synchronization period is commonly set to be the minimal lookahead time,
which is the smallest possible lookahead time in the simulation. As mentioned,
lookahead time is the maximum amount of simulation time that a simulated
sensor node can advance freely without synchronizing with any other simulated
1

For synchronization purposes, a non-waiting node refers to a node that is not waiting
for any simulation events. It may still be ready, active or inactive in a given simulator.
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Fig. 2. The progress of simulating in parallel a wireless sensor network with three nodes
that are in direct communication range of each other on 2 processors.

sensor nodes [7]. For example, in the case of simulating Mica2 nodes [17], the
minimal lookahead time is the lookahead time of nodes with radios in the listening mode. It is equal to the amount of time to receive one byte over Mica2’s
CC1000 radio [6] and is equivalent to 3072 clock cycles of the 7.32728MHz AVR
microcontroller in Mica2. Therefore, when simulating a network of Mica2 nodes,
every non-waiting node needs to send its simulation time to all its neighboring
nodes every 3072 clock cycles. Depending on simulator implementations, once
the simulation time is received by a neighboring node, some mechanisms will be
triggered to save the received time and compute the earliest input time (EIT)
[1]. EIT represents the safe simulation time that the neighboring node can be
simulated to. If the neighboring node happens to be waiting, then it will also be
revived if its EIT is not less than the wait time. To be revived AEAP, a waiting
node commonly sends its waiting time to the nodes that it depends on before
entering into the suspended state. By doing so, the depending nodes can send
their simulation time to the waiting node immediately after they advance past
the waiting time.
3.1

Limitations of AEAP Synchronization Scheme

While the AEAP synchronization scheme is sound in principle, its effectiveness
is based on the assumption that there is always a free processor available to
simulate every revived node. However, this is generally not the case in practice
as the number of nodes under a simulation is usually a lot larger than the number
of processors used to run the simulation. As a result, the AEAP synchronization
scheme may slow simulations down in many simulation scenarios by introducing
unnecessary clock synchronizations. For example, Fig. 2 shows the progress of
simulating in parallel 3 nodes that are in direct communication range of each
other on 2 processors. In the simulation, Node A and B are simulated first on the
two available processors and Node B reaches TS1 at TW 0 . Similar to the case in

Fig. 1, Node B has to wait at TS1 until the simulation time of both Node A and
Node C reach TS1 . However, unlike the case in Fig. 1, while Node B is waiting,
the simulation of Node C begins and both processors are kept busy. With the
AEAP synchronization scheme, Node A should send its simulation time to Node
B at TW 1 so the simulation of Node B can be resumed. However, since both
processors are busy simulating Node A and C at TW 1 , reviving Node B at TW 1
does not increase simulation performance at all. In fact, this may actually slow
the simulation down due to the overhead in performing this unnecessary clock
synchronization. For example, instead of synchronizing with Node B at TW 1 ,
Node A can delay the synchronization until a free processor becomes available
at TW 2 when Node A needs to read the wireless channel and waits for Node B
and C. By delaying the clock synchronization to TS2 at TW 2 , Node A effectively
reduces one clock synchronization.
Another area that existing AEAP synchronization algorithms [9, 10, 6] fail to
exploit for synchronization reductions is the simulation time gaps among neighboring nodes. Due to the lack of processors to simulate all non-waiting nodes
simultaneously, the potential simulation time gaps of different nodes can be
quite large during a simulation. For example, an actively transmitting node cannot hear transmissions from other nodes and therefore can be simulated without
waiting until it stops transmitting and reads the wireless channel. Given such
time gaps, a node receiving the simulation time of a node in the future can compare the future node’s time with its own simulation time and calculate potential
dependencies between the two nodes in the future. Consequently, the node falling
behind can skip clock synchronizations if there are no dependencies between the
two nodes. For instance, as shown in Fig. 2, once Node A sends a clock synchronization message to Node B at TS2 , Node B knows implicitly that Node A does
not depend on it before TS2 and therefore does not need to synchronize its clock
with Node A until then. In other words, Node B no longer needs to send its
simulation time to Node A every minimal lookahead time before TS2 as it does
with the AEAP synchronization algorithms. By delaying clock synchronizations,
we can fully extend the time gaps and as a result create more opportunities
for nodes falling behind to act upon and reduce clock synchronizations. We will
discuss this in detail in the following section.
3.2

Lazy Synchronization Algorithm

To address the performance issue of the AEAP synchronization scheme, we propose a novel conservative synchronization scheme: LazySync. The key idea of
the LazySync scheme is to delay a synchronization even when it should be done
according to conservative simulations. It is opposite of opportunistic synchronization in that the simulator seeks to avoid synchronization until it is essential
and it is able to do it given simulation resource constraints. Together, we show
that the concept of lazy evaluation can be extended to specifically benefit from
the operational characteristics of sensor networks. By procrastinating synchronizations, delayed clock synchronizations may be safely discarded or substituted

by newer clock synchronizations in simulating WSNs. As a result, the total number of clock synchronizations in a simulation can be reduced.
Note that if free processors are available, our LazySync scheme must perform
synchronizations AEAP so potential nodes can be revived to use the available
physical resources. To make this possible, we track the number of non-waiting
nodes and only procrastinate synchronizations when the number is below a
threshold. Ideally, the threshold should be set to be the number of processors
used to run the simulation in order to maximize clock synchronization reduction
and processor usage. However, considering the frequency of checking the number
of non-waiting nodes and the overheads in reviving waiting nodes and performing
scheduling, the threshold should be set to a number slightly larger than that in
practice. Tracking the number of non-waiting nodes on a computer should incur
very little overhead since that is already done by the underlying thread/process
library or OS as part of their scheduling functions. For distributed simulations
on multiple computers, the number of non-waiting nodes on each computer can
be exchanged as part of clock synchronization messages sent between computers.
If a computer does not receive any clock synchronization messages from another
computer for a predetermined period of time, the nodes on the first computer
can revert back to the AEAP scheme.
Our proposed LazySync algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1. As shown in
Algorithm 1, we design the LazySync algorithm to work differently on nodes in
different states because nodes may have different synchronization needs. In a
simulation, a sensor node can be in one of two states, the independent state and
the dependent state.
A node is in the independent state if its radio is not in receiving mode. This
happens when the radio is off, in transmission mode or in any one of the initialization and transition states. Since a node in the independent state (independent
node) does not take inputs from any other nodes, it can be simulated without
waiting for any other nodes until the state changes. However, if free processors
are available, an independent node still needs to synchronize with neighboring
nodes so that the nodes depending on the outputs of the independent node can
be simulated. In the LazySync algorithm, an independent node checks the number of non-waiting nodes every minimal lookahead time and only sends a clock
synchronization message to its neighboring nodes if the number of non-waiting
nodes is below a threshold.
A node is in the dependent state if its radio is in receiving mode. Since any
node in direct communication range of a dependent node (a node in the dependent state) can potentially transmit, a dependent node needs to meet Condition 1 before actually reading the wireless channel to ensure correct simulation
results. In other words, a dependent node needs to evaluate Condition 1 to determine if it can read the wireless channel and continue the simulation or has to
wait for some neighboring nodes to catch up for their potential outputs. Since
a dependent node has its radio in receiving mode, it needs to read the wireless
channel at least once every minimal lookahead time (∆T ) which is the lookahead
time of a node in the dependent state. Therefore, Condition 1 is evaluated at

Algorithm 1 Lazy Synchronization Algorithm
Require: syncT hreshold /*sync threshold*/
Require: ∆T /*minimal lookahead time, the lookahead time of a node in the dependent state*/
1: set timer to fire at every ∆T
2: syncT ime ⇐ 0 /*the time a sync condition is verified*/
3: while simulation not end do
4:
simulate the next instruction
5:
if in independent state then
6:
if timer.f ired then
7:
syncT ime ⇐ current sim time
8:
if numLiveN ode < syncT hreshold then
9:
send current sim time to all neighboring nodes not ∆T ahead
10:
else if in dependent state then
11:
if instruction needs to read the wireless channel then
12:
syncT ime ⇐ current sim time
13:
if ((Condition 1) == true) then
14:
if numLiveN ode < syncT hreshold then
15:
send current sim time to all neighboring nodes not ∆T ahead
16:
else
17:
send current sim time to all neighboring nodes not ∆T ahead
18:
wait until ((Condition 1) == true)
19:
read the wireless channel
20:
if syncT ime - (current sim time) > ∆T then
21:
syncT ime ⇐ current sim time
22:
if numLiveN ode < syncT hreshold then
23:
send current sim time to all neighboring nodes not ∆T ahead
Condition 1 If a node Ni reads wireless channel Ck at simulation time TSNi , then
for all nodes Ns that are in direct communication range of Ni , (TSNs + ∆T ) ≥ TSNi ,
where TSNs is the simulation time of Ns and ∆T is the lookahead time of Ni which is
in the dependent state.

least once every ∆T . In the LazySync algorithm, a dependent node only performs clock synchronizations under two circumstances. The first circumstance
happens when Condition 1 is evaluated to be false and as a result, a dependent
node has to wait for neighboring nodes. To prevent deadlocks, a synchronization has to be performed in this case before suspending the node, regardless of
the number of available processors. A deadlock occurs when nodes wait for each
other at the same simulation time. For instance, it happens when nodes within
direct communication range read the wireless channel at the same simulation
time. The second circumstance occurs when Condition 1 is evaluated to be true
so a dependent node can go ahead to read the wireless channel. If the number
of non-waiting nodes is below a threshold at this point, a clock synchronization
is required to revive some nodes to use the available processors. Note that the
block of code from line 20 to 23 in Algorithm 1 is just a safety mechanism to

guard against the cases that a node does not stay in any of the two states long
enough to check for synchronization conditions.
It is important to note that a dependent node may only perform clock synchronizations at the times it reads the wireless channel. This is very different
from the case in a typical AEAP synchronization algorithm. A node in an AEAP
synchronization algorithm may perform clock synchronizations at any time according to the waiting times of other nodes. The decision to limit dependent
nodes to perform clock synchronizations at channel read time only is based on
the assumption that there are no free processors available to simulate any other
nodes until an actively running dependent node gives up its processor due to
waiting. By procrastinating clock synchronizations to channel read time, we can
eliminate all intermediate synchronizations that need to be performed otherwise
in AEAP synchronization algorithms, as described in Sect. 3.1.
With the LazySync algorithm described above, a node can be simulated for a
long period of time without sending its simulation time to neighboring nodes. As
discussed in Sect. 3.1, the extended simulation time gaps of neighboring nodes
can be exploited effectively to reduce clock synchronizations. According to Condition 1, a dependent node Ni can read the wireless channel only if the simulation
time of all neighboring nodes are equal to or greater than the simulation time
of Ni minus ∆T . If the simulation time of a neighboring Ns is more than ∆T
ahead of the simulation time of Ni , there are no needs for Ni to send its simulation time to Ns until the simulation time of Ni is greater than TSNs − ∆T .
The same also applies if an independent node receives a simulation time that is
more than ∆T ahead. Based on these, the LazySync algorithm uses a filter to
remove unnecessary clock synchronizations.
It is important to see that our LazySync algorithm still follows the principles
of conservative synchronization algorithms [1, 7, 8] to not violate any causality
during simulations. We only delay and discard unnecessary clock synchronizations to improve the performance of distributed simulations of WSNs. Due to
space limits, a formal correctness proof of the LazySync algorithm is not given
here.

4

Implementation

The proposed LazySync scheme is implemented in PolarLite, a distributed simulation framework that we developed based on Avrora [6]. Our simulation framework provides the same level of cycle accurate simulations as Avrora but uses a
distributed synchronization engine instead of Avrora’s centralized one.
As with Avrora, PolarLite allocates one thread for each simulated node and
relies on the Java virtual machine (JVM) to assign runnable threads to any
available processors on an SMP computer. However, we cannot identify any
Java APIs that allow us to check the number of suspended/blocked threads in a
running program. As an alternative, we track that using an atomic variable. The
syncT hreshold in Algorithm 1 is configurable via a command line argument.

To implement the LazySync algorithm, we need to detect the state that a
node is in. In discrete event driven simulations, the changes of radio states are
triggered by events and can be tracked. For example, in our framework, we
detect the radio on/off time by tracking the IO events that access the registers
of simulated radios. We verify the correctness of our implementation by running
the same simulations with and without the LazySync algorithm using the same
random seeds.

5

Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of the LazySync scheme, we simulate some typical
WSNs with PolarLite using both the AEAP synchronization algorithm from
[6] and the LazySync algorithm from Sect. 3.2. The performance results are
compared according to three criteria:
– Speedavg : The average simulation speed.
– Syncavg : The average number of clock synchronizations per node.
– W aitavg : The average number of waits per node.
Speedavg is calculated using Equation (1) based on the definition specified in
Sect. 1. Note that the numerator of Equation (1) is the total simulation time in
units of clock cycles. Syncavg is equal to the total number of clock synchronizations in a simulation divided by the total number of nodes in the simulation.
Similarly, W aitavg is equal to the total number of times that nodes are suspended in a simulation due to waiting divided by the total number of nodes in
the simulation.
Speedavg =

total number of clock cycles executed by the sensor nodes
(simulation execution time) × (number of sensor nodes)

(1)

The WSNs we simulate in this section consist of only Mica2 nodes [17] running either CountSend (sender) or CountReceive (receiver) programs. Both programs are from the TinyOS 1.1 distribution and are similar to the programs used
by other WSN simulators in evaluating their performance [2, 9, 10]. For example,
CountSend broadcasts a continuously increasing counter repeatedly at a fixed
interval. If the interval is set to 250ms, it behaves exactly the same as CntToRfm
which is used in [2, 9, 10] for performance evaluations. CountReceive listens for
messages sent by CountSend and displays the received values on LEDS.
All simulation experiments are conducted on an SMP server running Linux
2.6.24. The server features a total of 8 cores on 2 Intel Xeon 3.0GHz CPUs
and 16GBytes of RAM. Sun’s Java 1.6.0 is used to run all experiments. In the
simulations, the starting time of each node is randomly selected between 0 and
1 second of simulation time to avoid any artificial time locks. All simulations
are run for 120 seconds of simulation time and for each experiment we take the
average of three runs as the results. The synchronization threshold (Algorithm 1)
of the LazySync algorithm is set to 9 (the number of processors plus one) for all
experiments.
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Fig. 3. Performance improvements of the
LazySync scheme over the AEAP scheme
in simulating one-hop WSNs. Senders
transmit at a 250ms interval.
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Performance in One-hop WSNs

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the LazySync scheme in simulating one-hop WSNs of various sizes. One-hop WSNs are sensor networks with
all their nodes in direct communication range. All the one-hop WSNs that we
simulate in this section have 50% of the nodes running CountSend and 50% of
the nodes running CountReceive.
In the first experiment, we modify CountSend so that all senders transmit
at a fixed interval of 250ms. Five WSNs with 8, 16, 32, 128 and 256 nodes are
simulated and Fig. 3 shows the percentage improvements of the LazySync scheme
compared to the AEAP scheme. As shown in Fig. 3, the LazySync scheme reduces
Syncavg in all cases and the percentage reductions grow slowly with network
sizes. It is important to see that the total number of clock synchronizations in a
distributed simulation of a one-hop WSN is on the order of N ∗ (N − 1) where
N is the network size [6]. So, although the percentage reductions of Syncavg
increase slowly with network sizes in Fig. 3, the actual values of Syncavg decrease
significantly with network sizes.
The significant percentage reduction of Syncavg in simulating 8 nodes with
8 processors is due to the time gap based filter and the fact that the synchronization threshold is only checked every ∆T or at channel read time. Since the
threshold is not monitored at a finer time granularity, a processor may be left
idle for a maximum of the amount of wallclock time to simulate a node for ∆T
according to Algorithm 1. As a result, we can see in Fig. 3 that there are moderate increases of W aitavg when simulating small WSNs with 8 and 16 nodes.
However, as the WSN size increases, the percentage reduction of W aitavg increases because processors are more likely to be kept busy by the extra nodes.
In fact, the LazySync scheme performs better in terms of percentage reductions
of W aitavg when simulating 128 and 256 nodes, as shown in Fig. 3. We believe
this is because more CPU cycles become available for real simulations after significant reductions in the number of clock synchronizations. For the same reason,
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Fig. 5. Performance improvements of the LazySync scheme over the AEAP scheme in
simulating multi-hop WSNs.

despite the increases of W aitavg in simulating small WSNs, we see increases of
Speedavg in all cases, ranging from 4% to 46%.
Our second experiment is designed to evaluate the LazySync scheme in busy
WSNs that have heavy communication traffic. It is based on the same setup as
the first experiment except all senders transmit as fast as possible. As shown in
Fig. 4, the LazySync scheme provides more significant percentage reductions of
W aitavg in busier networks. This is because a busier network has more transmissions and consequently more independent states. The increased number of independent states in a busier network provides more opportunities for the LazySync
scheme to exploit. It allows nodes to skip synchronizations and gives the filter
larger gaps to exploit. As a result, the LazySync scheme brings a 12% to 53%
increase of Speedavg in Fig. 4. We can also see in Fig. 4 that there are no increases of W aitavg in simulating small WSNs as in the first experiment. This is
because it takes more CPU cycles to simulate all the communications in a busy
network and that keeps the processors busy.
5.2

Performance in Multi-hop WSNs

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the LazySync scheme in simulating multi-hop WSNs of various sizes. Nodes are laid 15 meters apart on square
grids of various sizes. Senders and receivers are positioned on the grids in such

a way that nodes of the same types are not adjacent to each other. By setting a
maximum transmission range of 20 meters, this setup ensures that only adjacent
nodes are within direct communication range of each other. This configuration
is very similar to the two dimensional topology in DiSenS [10].
We simulate WSNs with 16, 36, 100 and 256 nodes. For each network size, we
simulate both a quiet network with all the senders transmitting at a fixed 250ms
interval and a busy network with all the senders transmitting as fast as possible.
The results are shown in Fig. 5. We can see that the percentage decreases of
Syncavg are more significant in the multi-hop networks than in the one-hop networks. The reason for this is that there are fewer dependencies among nodes in
our multi-hop networks than in the one-hop networks, as a result of only having
adjacent nodes in communication range in the multi-hop network setup. Having
fewer dependencies brings two opportunities to the LazySync scheme. First, a
node can be simulated for a longer period of time without waiting. Second, the
increased number of non-waiting nodes keeps processors busy. Together, they
enable nodes to skip clock synchronizations in LazySync. In addition, the increased simulation time gaps can also be exploited by LazySync to reduce clock
synchronizations. As shown in Fig. 5, the percentage reductions of Syncavg are
significantly higher in the busy multi-hop networks than in the quiet ones. This
demonstrates once again that the LazySync scheme can exploit wireless transmissions in a WSN for synchronization reductions. As a result, we see significant
percentage increases of Speedavg in simulating busy multi-hop networks, ranging
from 25% to 118%.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented LazySync, a synchronization scheme that significantly improves the speed and scalability of distributed sensor network simulators by
reducing the number of clock synchronizations. We implemented LazySync in
PolarLite and evaluated it against an AEAP scheme inside the same simulation
framework. The significant improvements of simulation performance on a multiprocessor computer in our experiments suggest even greater benefits in applying
our techniques to distributed simulations over a network of computers because
of their large overheads in sending synchronization messages across computers
during simulations.
As future work, we are planning to combine LazySync with some other performance increasing techniques that we developed in the past [6, 13]. Since these
techniques exploit different aspects of WSNs for performance improvements, we
believe combining the techniques can further improve the speed and scalability
of distributed WSN simulators.
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